Semi-Automatically Measuring Shoulders' Range of Motion - Objective Measurements with Good Reliability and Accuracy.
The shoulder's range of motion (ROM) is an important measurement for the diagnostic process and course of treatment for patients with shoulder disorders or injuries. Visual estimation to assess a shoulder's ROM is a fast measuring method, and therefore routinely used in clinical practice. Studies already proved this method as very subjective and unreliable. Misestimating the severity of a patient's disability can lead to improper treatment and should be avoided. Modern technology may help measuring the ROM more reliable, objective, non-invasive and still fast. In this paper we present a computer-based prototype to semi-automatically assess the patient's shoulder ROM. Still photography is one of the most accurate ways to determine the extent to which a shoulder can be moved. Thus, a marker-less motion sensing device is used to capture movements of patient. A study with n=9 healthy adults was conducted to validate the results of the computer-based system against a physician using goniometry. The results show great potential of this technique for abduction, adduction, anteversion and retroversion with an intraclass correlation coefficient ranging between 0.77 and 0.86 for the best measuring method. Using the system would enhance daily practice. Patients could measure their ROM during their waiting time in advance to the visit, optionally supported by a nurse. Due to the more reliable and objective result the physician can instantly start diagnosing the patient or discussing therapy options. Time for investigation is saved and more time to treat the patient with objective and reliable measurement results would be available.